
Welcome to the world of micro-moulding.



Live demo micro injection moulding - Babyplast 6/10P

Production of a micro plug in POM 

Technical data of part:

Part weight:  0.0098 gr

Sprue weight : 0,9gr

Material : POM

Technical data of mould:

N° of cavities : 8

Injection: direct

Dimensions : 75x75mm

Steel : 1.2083 - 52 HRC

Type of mould : Babyplast

Technical data of Babyplast

Diameter of the injection piston : 12mm

Max Injection pressure: 1.850  bar

Max volume possible : 6,5 cm³

Clamp force : 62 KN

Power consumtion: 3 Kw

Babyplast has been pioneering micromoulding 

for over fi fteen years, with a track

record covering more than ten thousand

applications in the 0.005g to15g range.

Growing demands for miniaturisation have led 

some manufacturers to experiment with

micro-injection units mounted on standard

machines. However, this method is often

prohibitively expensive due to the quantity of

wasted material ‘designed in’ to the tooling

and runner systems - and the high cost of the 



Comparison between
Babyplast tool (left) and
conventional multi-cavity tool

Platens and tie bars act as the mould bolster, providing alignment
for mould halves, without the need for locating pins

Hydraulic clamp unit allows low-cost

tooling and quick changes.

The Babyplast hydraulic system off ers many

advantages over toggle-type mechanisms:

 Sensitive low-pressure mould protection  

 Platens and tie bars act as the mould

 bolster, providing alignment for mould

 halves without the need for locating pins,

 allowing more space for the cavity

 Platens and tie bar design also enables

 quick tooling changes - like replaceable

 cavities in a conventional mould. 

 Individually controlled cooling circuit is builtin

 to the fi xed platen 

 Additional cooling circuits are provided to

 feed both halves of the tool

VERSATILE Suitable for all engineering

plastics, elastomers, fi lled materials,

ceramics and sintered metals

COST-SAVING Low initial costs, low

power consumption and low tooling costs

mean fast returns on investment

PRODUCTIVE Ideal for continuous mass

production or short runs with frequent

changeovers

EASY-TO-OPERATE Quick and easy

set-up, fast tooling changes and low

maintenance reduce downtime -

and further increase productivity



Babyplast 6/10 micro-moulding machine

Simple yet precise control

The 6/10P Series is controlled by two powerful

microprocessors that monitor movements,

times and temperatures, with user interface

via a clearly laid-out graphical terminal.

 Quick, simple and accurate machine set-up

 - even with material shot sizes in the sub-  

gramme range

 Fully automatic, unattended machine

 cycling

 Auto start-up feature allows the machine

 and hot runner if used, to be turned on at a

 preset time to be ready at the start of shifts

 On board memory for tool settings. With possi   

     bility for backup on external devices. 

     Key para  meters are password-protected

 and automatically date-coded for added

 security

 Quality control package closely monitors

 for out-of-tolerance parameters

 Temperature can be controlled by

 percentage of time or thermocouple

Accessories and optional equipment

 Static mixer for injection nozzle

 Hot runners

 Closed-loop cooling circuit with memory for

 each zone

 Euromap 67 robot interface socket

 Workbench with space for chiller and tools

 Chillers, material dryers, auto-loaders and

 separators available

Machine Specifi cations

Clamping force 62 kN  

Opening force 4 kN

Opening stroke 110 mm

Ejection force 7.4 kN

Ejection stroke 45 mm

Hydraulic pressure 130 bar

Oil capacity 16 litres 

Power consumption 3.0 Kw

Weight 150 Kg

Dimensions  925 x 515 x h730mm

Piston diameter mm 10 12 14 16 18

Volume cm 4 6,5 9 12 15

Injection pressure bar 2030 1850 1340 1030 815


